TRITAN TUMBLERS

"THE WORLD'S BEST TUMBLER" WITH A LIFETIME GUARANTEE

- NEW SLIDE CLOSURE LID AVAILABLE ON ALL TUMBLERS
- OFFICIALLY LICENSED DESIGNS
- PROUDLY MADE IN THE USA
- SLIDE CLOSURE LID
- DOUBLE WALL INSULATION
- BPA FREE AND FDA APPROVED
- MICROWAVE, DISHWASHER AND FREEZER SAFE

26 OZ. MEGA-TRITAN

ACTUAL SIZE

16 OZ. TRITAN

ACTUAL SIZE

- KEEPS HOT DRINKS HOT
- KEEPS COLD DRINKS COLD
- TUMBLER FITS INTO ALL CUPHOLDERS
- NO SWEAT DESIGN (NO COASTER NEEDED)
110 FLOWERS 16 oz.

This page available in 16 oz Tritan only (See back page for actual size)

All 16 oz tumblers $19

FREE GIFT OFFER!
When you buy 2 or more items from this catalog you will receive a Fly Catcher valued at $6 absolutely free. You must write #122 on your order form to receive your Fly Catcher game. Free items do not count toward prizes!

114 BREAST CANCER AWARENESS 16 oz.

115 FOOTPRINTS IN THE SAND 16 oz.

116 UNIVERSITY OF NEW MEXICO 16 oz.

117 NEW MEXICO STATE 16 oz.

118 SHOPPING 26 oz

All 16 oz tumblers $19

119 WORDS 26 oz Mega-tritan

THIS PAGE AVAILABLE IN 16 oz Tritan AND 26 oz MEGA-TRITAN (SEE BACK PAGE FOR ACTUAL SIZE)

120 UNIVERSITY OF NEW MEXICO 26 oz MEGA-TRITAN

121 NEW MEXICO STATE 26 oz MEGA-TRITAN

Get rid of those pesky flies around your home and have fun at the same time. Keep score with number of bullseyes.

122 FLY CATCHER GAME (FREE WITH 2 ITEM PURCHASE)